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DAY-OF COORDINATION
You've done all the planning and now it's time to CELEBRATE.
This package allows Diminick Event Design to handle the final
(and flawless!) execution of your vision so that you can truly
enjoy your big day.
While we call this the "day-of" package, it's really so much more.
We'll connect about 60 days ahead of your wedding to discuss
your plans and vision, then help you bring it across the finish
line. We handle timeline development, all final vendor
confirmations and oversee details day-of so that you can be
completely present in the moment on the most
important day of your life.

starting at $1,750

PARTIAL PLANNING
Ideal for couples who want to remain in the driver's seat
throughout their planning process but would benefit from
professional consultation and work in certain areas.
We can provide help with everything from budgeting to design
& decor- you choose the areas where we can be
most impactful.
And, of course, we'll be there to prepare for and coordinate
the big day!

starting at $3,000

FULL SERVICE PLANNING
Our full service package is for couples who would like guidance
throughout the entire wedding planning process.
We'll be there from your "I said YES!" moment until the very last
song of the reception, handling every detail of your celebration.
Think of us as your personal wedding concierge - providing
unlimited professional advice and organizing a dream team of
vendors who will pull off an extraordinary event worthy of your
incredible love story.

starting at $6,000

INTIMATE WEDDINGS, ELOPEMENTS
& MINI-MONIES
The recent health pandemic has brought about unforeseen challenges for engaged
couples forcing you to be more creative and flexible in the way you plan your big
day: namely transitioning to smaller, more intimate celebrations.
Whether you've decided on a small gathering or are envisioning a wedding now with a
sequel celebration later, we're here to help you navigate these unchartered territories
with planning support and event coordination.
Please note: this package applies to celebrations of 25 attendees or less.

starting at $1,000

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
We know that your wedding experience is rarely limited to just one day - so we're here to
help with your rehearsal dinner and send-off gatherings.
Contact us for more information on additional a la carte items that can be added to any
base package!

www.diminickeventdesign.com
shannon@diminickeventdesign.com

